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Three computers stolen from lab, faculty office

By DAN RUTHEMeyer

Three computers and accessories were stolen over the weekend from a faculty office and a student laboratory in the Science Building, Cal Poly police reported.

Although the value of the stolen items is not known, police expect it to be several thousand dollars. Among the items taken were three Apple computers, disc drives, software and a printer.

Because there was no sign of forced entry or theft of any data, police believe that the theft was done by someone with a key.

The door frame was examined and there was no sign of a forced entry," said Investigator Ray Herbert of the Cal Poly Police Department.

Said Science Professor C. Dean Pipier, who had one of the computers taken from his office, "I noticed it was missing Sunday afternoon when I came on campus to get some software.

I came in to get a disk to work on an exam at home and I found that the disk was gone," said Piper. "It wasn't until after

I noticed the software was gone that I noticed other things were gone too.

Piper said that the last price of the stolen computer equipment, which is owned by the Soil Science Department, is $3,600.

The other two computers were stolen from a Physics Department laboratory that is used by students.

Although the computer, the dual disc drive and all of Pipier's software were taken from the faculty office, some expensive items were left behind.

"It is strange to think that they didn't take the monitor or a $13,600 printer," said Piper.

Among the items stolen from Piper were a directory of information from four years of research, students' grades and a small science syllabus.

Although Piper had made backup software, it was kept in the computer area, and also stolen.

He said that in the future he plans to keep the backup copies in a separate place as an extra precaution.

Students upset with jeep ad, lose money

By LYNETTE FREDIANI

P.T. Barnum said there's one horn every minute, "but all we get is a color ad," said Debbie Scorsco, Donna Dostalik and Paul Dore.

Debra Scorsco, Donna Dostalik and Paul Dore responded to the advertisement during the first weeks of Winter Quarter.

"The ad said, "It is true you can buy jeeps for $44 through the U.S. government," said Scorsco. "Get the facts today," said Dostalik.

"We were told we would be sent a directory that would provide listings of places to purchase government surplus jeeps, land and aquatic jeeps," said Dostalik.

"They had everything and said it was in an excellent operating condition," said Dostalik.

"The items could not be purchased through the directory." said Dostalik. "The pamphlet said no sign of auctions where the purchase would be valid was made available.

Most of the auctions were not even in California, added Dostalik. She said the booklet also had a disclaimer which said that many of the vehicles were unused, were not allowed on the highway and many of them did not have engines and were not in operating condition.

"We had been previously told on the telephone that the vehicles were in excellent operating condition," said Dostalik.

Feeling angry and taken, Dostalik called the company and demanded a refund.

"They said all we had to do was send it back and we would receive a full refund," said Dostalik. "But all we received was $36.98 out of an original investment of $19.90 which did not even cover the amount of money we spent on telephone calls and postage to return the pamphlet." The Mustang Daily responded that the same complaint had been made and the same misnomer was presented.

"Actually, the company saleswoman launched into a speech claiming that for $22.50 one would receive two directories listing the availability of vehicles. Please see JEEPS, page 3

Smoking policy sparks debate

By KRIS REHER

To some students, the no smoking policy in the University Union is a form of discrimination. While some students refer to the rule as unfair, however, there are others who feel it is simply a form of consideration to those who don't smoke.

The no-smoking policy went into effect last summer. Heather Carlson, University Union Advisory Board Chair, said that when the committee passed the policy there wasn't much student outcry.

Apparently that was because not many students were using the facility during summer. But within the first week of Fall Quarter, Carlson said, "I had seven people in my office complaining.

Carlson said many of the complaints came from people who use the games area. Within a few weeks, the UUAB approved smoking exclusively in the games area. While there are some students who disagree with the no smoking rule, Carlson said the UUAB would not have passed it if it wasn't apparent that the majority of students would support it.

"It seems to be the opinion that more people don't want smoking in the University Union," Carlson said, "and that includes not just students, but faculty and staff as well.

Susan Stell, a senior agriculture major, said smokers must learn to give and take:

"I try not to smoke inside because it nauseates people," Stell said. "I think the hallway should be the only place it's raining; smokers still have a place to go.

"One employee at the Information Desk in the Union said she dealt with the no smoking controversy daily. Kim Luntum, a senior agricultural business major, has the responsibility of advising students about the no smoking policy while she is on duty.

"Many people are happy to comply with the rule. Luntum said. "However, once in a while I'll get someone wishing to argue the point."

Famous composer speaks on campus

By THOMAS WILLIAMS

An internationally-renowned musician and composer spoke to about 200 people in Churnash about the need for non-violence. Sir Charles Chaplin, a subject, now 39, whose name has been given people new ways to listen to music.

"He has given us new ways to look at sound and music," Russell said. "He has taught us that music doesn't have to move from place to place to be beautiful -- it just has to be.

Glass mainly spoke about his latest opera, "Satyagraha," which is about the early years of Mahatma Gandhi in South Africa from 1893 to 1914. Glass said he chose Gandhi as a subject because of his "non-violent efforts to change the world."

"One race is a history of culture, not wars," Glass said, which brought a round of applause from the audience. "I thought about using Charlie Chaplin as a subject, but I think we already did that," the composer turned to laughter.

Glass wrote "Satyagraha" as the last piece in a trilogy of works about non-violent leaders. The first work of the trilogy was called "Einstein on the Beach," which Glass said represents the sciences. The second work was "Akhnaten," which was about the Egyptian monotheistic pharaoh and represented religion. The third opera was "Satyagraha," which represented politics.

"Satyagraha means 'truth' or 'please see COMPOSER, page 3"
Apartheid issue: take a closer look

All that men are created equal is a right that most of us take for granted.

Unfortunately, this is not true in all the countries of the world.

In recent months the plight of the majority population in South Africa has been receiving more and more attention.

Students at the University of California at Berkeley have staged several demonstrations and protests to show their concern over the lack of rights extended to the blacks and coloreds in that nation.

The main point made by the students was their concern over investments by the University of California system in South Africa.

They do not think it is proper or humane to be involved in a country where the majority of the residents are native and do not have the right to vote.

It is also important for us to take the time to really find out the truth, and how those conditions came to be in the first place.

It is one of the highest imports of the history of the truth, both sides of the story must be examined before we can determine the true status.

It is encouraging that Cal Poly students are taking the time to learn the history of the issue and encourage others to add to the debate and bring forth anything that they may be able to add.

Letters

Student wants Dunton elected

Editor

Over the last few weeks, Steve Dunton has involved himself in more student-related issues than most of us would care to know.

And the reason is that a variety of activities is important, all that is relevant in this case are those that have significance to the role of ASI president.

I have endorsed Steve Dunton because of his experience through the past four years, I am confident that he will be an excellent ASI president.

The Foundation, in my opinion, has become a monopolistic leech sucking money out the ASI and consequently every student population.

I claim that they exist as a non-profit corporation serving the needs of students in a crucial matter.

In fact, the Foundation may be the largest problem facing students at Cal Poly.

Steve Dunton understands the complexities of the Foundation's role within our university and is truly dedicated to correcting the situation.

Student fee increases, of course, are another concern that has considerable interest to the student population.

Steve's involvement in the CSSA (Califonia State Student's Association) has sufficiently prepared him to lobby his fellow students not only to our university, other students but also at the state level.

Steve Dunton has continued to be the outspoken force within our university's student government, addressing the important issues with the nononsense and devotion that is required to address the important issues that affect the student population.

Steve Dunton is a student senator, I believe from our consideration of student fee levels, financial aid, the Add Drop Policy, Greek Row, parking problems and Foundation prices.

He has a firm group on how the ASI is structured and what the duties of an ASI president are.

Steve has stressed the appealing nature of the presidential candidates.

He has also been honest concerning potential improvements the ASI could and has shown his commitment to investigating initiatives rather than increasing ASI activity fees.

During the year, he has spoken out when appropriate asking for answers from administrators concerning the presidential candidates.

Mike Mendes professionally has stressed the idea concerning student involvement, I consider these students contributions as a student senator.

I believe from our discussions as a student senator that he has stressed the responsibilities of an ASI president well.

Steve Dunton's appeal is that he has a fresh understanding of the issues currently important to the student body, including student fee levels, financial aid, the Add Drop Policy, Greek Row, parking problems and Foundation prices.

He has a firm group on how the ASI is structured and what the duties of an ASI president are.

Steve Dunton is the obvious choice for the office of ASI president and I hope that you will vote for Steve Dunton.

Kevin Creighton

ASI President

Vice president endorses Dunton

Editor

Steve Dunton was the top vote-getter in last week's ASI election. I urge you to support Steve Dunton as your ASI president.

I have had the opportunity to speak with several of the presidential candidates, Steve, though, has clearly been the outstanding senator of this year's Senate. He has gone beyond the legislative duties that most senators focus on to work on specific projects - attending Academic Senate to voice student concerns about the Add Drop Policy, attending Foundation meetings to find out additional information, and even doing research during spring break regarding recreational facilities and foundations at other campuses.

It is not enough to say that the California State University system has any investments in South Africa, a group of Cal Poly student organizations is sponsoring an Apartheid Awareness Rally.

The Mustang Daily Editorial Board encourages all students to attend and find out more about what is going on in that African nation.

It is also important for us to take the time to really find out the truth, and how those conditions came to be in the first place.

It is one of the highest imports of the history of the truth, both sides of the story must be examined before we can determine the true status.

It is encouraging that Cal Poly students are taking the time to learn the history of the issue and encourage others to add to the debate and bring forth anything that they may be able to add.
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Over the last few weeks, Steve Dunton has involved himself in more student-related issues than most of us would care to know.

And the reason is that a variety of activities is important, all that is relevant in this case are those that have significance to the role of ASI president.

I have endorsed Steve Dunton because of his experience through the past four years, I am confident that he will be an excellent ASI president.

The Foundation, in my opinion, has become a monopolistic leech sucking money out the ASI and consequently every student population.

I claim that they exist as a non-profit corporation serving the needs of students in a crucial matter.

In fact, the Foundation may be the largest problem facing students at Cal Poly.

Steve Dunton understands the complexities of the Foundation's role within our university and is truly dedicated to correcting the situation.

Student fee increases, of course, are another concern that has considerable interest to the student population.

Steve's involvement in the CSSA (Califonia State Student's Association) has sufficiently prepared him to lobby his fellow students not only to our university, other students but also at the state level.

Steve Dunton has continued to be the outspoken force within our university's student government, addressing the important issues with the nononsense and devotion that is required to address the important issues that affect the student population.

Steve Dunton is a student senator, I believe from our consideration of student fee levels, financial aid, the Add Drop Policy, Greek Row, parking problems and Foundation prices.

He has a firm group on how the ASI is structured and what the duties of an ASI president are.

Steve has stressed the appealing nature of the presidential candidates.

He has also been honest concerning potential improvements the ASI could and has shown his commitment to investigating initiatives rather than increasing ASI activity fees.

During the year, he has spoken out when appropriate asking for answers from administrators concerning the presidential candidates.

Mike Mendes professionally has stressed the idea concerning student involvement, I consider these students contributions as a student senator.

I believe from our discussions as a student senator that he has stressed the responsibilities of an ASI president well.

Steve Dunton's appeal is that he has a fresh understanding of the issues currently important to the student body, including student fee levels, financial aid, the Add Drop Policy, Greek Row, parking problems and Foundation prices.

He has a firm group on how the ASI is structured and what the duties of an ASI president are.

Steve Dunton is the obvious choice for the office of ASI president and I hope that you will vote for Steve Dunton.

Kevin Creighton

ASI President

Vice president endorses Dunton

Editor

Steve Dunton was the top vote-getter in last week's ASI election. I urge you to support Steve Dunton as your ASI president.

I have had the opportunity to speak with several of the presidential candidates, Steve, though, has clearly been the outstanding senator of this year's Senate. He has gone beyond the legislative duties that most senators focus on to work on specific projects - attending Academic Senate to voice student concerns about the Add Drop Policy, attending Foundation meetings to find out additional information, and even doing research during spring break regarding recreational facilities and foundations at other campuses.

It is not enough to say that the California State University system has any investments in South Africa, a group of Cal Poly student organizations is sponsoring an Apartheid Awareness Rally.

The Mustang Daily Editorial Board encourages all students to attend and find out more about what is going on in that African nation.

It is also important for us to take the time to really find out the truth, and how those conditions came to be in the first place.

It is one of the highest imports of the history of the truth, both sides of the story must be examined before we can determine the true status.

It is encouraging that Cal Poly students are taking the time to learn the history of the issue and encourage others to add to the debate and bring forth anything that they may be able to add.

Letters

Student wants Dunton elected

Editor

Over the last few weeks, Steve Dunton has involved himself in more student-related issues than most of us would care to know.

And the reason is that a variety of activities is important, all that is relevant in this case are those that have significance to the role of ASI president.

I have endorsed Steve Dunton because of his experience through the past four years, I am confident that he will be an excellent ASI president.

The Foundation, in my opinion, has become a monopolistic leech sucking money out the ASI and consequently every student population.

I claim that they exist as a non-profit corporation serving the needs of students in a crucial matter.

In fact, the Foundation may be the largest problem facing students at Cal Poly.

Steve Dunton understands the complexities of the Foundation's role within our university and is truly dedicated to correcting the situation.

Student fee increases, of course, are another concern that has considerable interest to the student population.

Steve's involvement in the CSSA (Califonia State Student's Association) has sufficiently prepared him to lobby his fellow students not only to our university, other students but also at the state level.

Steve Dunton has continued to be the outspoken force within our university's student government, addressing the important issues with the nononsense and devotion that is required to achieve any worthwhile goal.

I challenge the students of Cal Poly to take a closer look at the presidential candidates.

Mike Mendes is the candidate that will really improve the quality of life here and will find solutions to the tough issues. Steve Dunton is the obvious choice.

Kevin Creighton

ASI President

Letters

Student gives Mendes vote

Editor

Mike Mendes deserves the respect of every student community for the leadership he has provided in all the offices he has held, from the ASI council to the position of ASI president.

I have heard some concerns that endorsements from current ASI office holders, such as myself, would give an unfair advantage to Steve Dunton.

Steve has the kind of knowledge and ability to accomplish things that I wish that I had when I was running for office.

I challenge the students of Cal Poly to take a closer look at the presidential candidates.

Unfortunately, the vast majority of students at Cal Poly base their vote for ASI president on the candidates' endorsements, the number of endorsements and the candidates' signs, the endorsements the students receive from the administrators.

I have had the opportunity to speak with several of the presidential candidates, Steve, though, has clearly been the outstanding senator of this year's Senate. He has gone beyond the legislative duties that most senators focus on to work on specific projects - attending Academic Senate to voice student concerns about the Add Drop Policy, attending Foundation meetings to find out additional information, and even doing research during spring break regarding recreational facilities and foundations at other campuses.

It is not enough to say that the California State University system has any investments in South Africa, a group of Cal Poly student organizations is sponsoring an Apartheid Awareness Rally.

The Mustang Daily Editorial Board encourages all students to attend and find out more about what is going on in that African nation.

It is also important for us to take the time to really find out the truth, and how those conditions came to be in the first place.

It is one of the highest imports of the history of the truth, both sides of the story must be examined before we can determine the true status.

It is encouraging that Cal Poly students are taking the time to learn the history of the issue and encourage others to add to the debate and bring forth anything that they may be able to add.
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The saleswoman said each booklet normally sold for $17.50 each and listed merchandise and in excellent operating condition in the advertisement in the Mustang Daily.

The general manager of the Mustang Daily said the student newspaper is not legally responsible for the content of any advertising.

The saleswoman was surprised when she was informed that she was misrepresenting its claims to students. She added that if one has complained about our company, she said the saleswoman. She said most of the vehicles advertised for the low prices were inoperable and did not have engines. No one has complained about the company, she said, and was dissatisfied the company would refund the full amount of the booklet.
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Members of ASI Outings spring break canoe trip on the Colorado river awake to find the howling, ripping wind.

By Robin Lewis
Special to the Daily

I wake up and the wind is still howling. In the next sleeping bag over from me on the ledge is something of a spectacle. Somehow, someone in the group has found a dirty mop and placed it in the bag. The bursts of wind tossle the light-brown strands.

But then the mop moves, and one hazel eye appears and crinkles with a smile, which is still hidden within the bag. It's Mary, and four days into an ASI Outings canoe trip, the mop is actually her hair.

"I should write an article for Glamour magazine," she says later. "How to look good while canoeing the Colorado River."

We are stuck on this ledge. The wind is ripping through our "campsite," which is a six-by-twenty-foot flat area near the "Veranda." Sometimes the wind jumps to at least 60 miles an hour. We're talking major wind.

There are whitecaps, two-foot swells and mist spraying across the water of Windy Canyon. What was conceived and began as a sunny, leisurely cruise down the Colorado from Hoover Dam to Cottonwood Cove on Lake Mead has become, with the windstorm, an exercise in hiding out and waiting for the wind to die down.

It's at least 75 degrees out on our first day on the river, and the sun is beating down. We're looking for the first hot spring of the trip in Gold Strike Canyon, less than a half-mile downriver from where we put in. The river is three feet higher than I've seen it before, which has flooded several nice beaches, and the ones left are very small.

The beach at the mouth of Gold Strike is made even smaller by two beer-bellied fishermen and their boat down from Vegas for the weekend. Motorboats chug upriver toward the dam as we lay on the sandy beach. What we hoped would be a controlled landing of seven canoes turns to chaos. When it's all over, the fishermen and their sun-bathing wives stand there in shock, looking around like unwaried tourists on the island of Grenada.

We hike up the canyon amidst wildflowers and find the hot-spring pools and small, hot waterfalls coming directly from overhanging rock. We also find everyone and their mother (it's Sunday) who have hiked down the trail from the highway.

We decide to wait it out and camp there that night. Little by little, everyone else leaves, and as the shadow of our side of the canyon nears the top of the
other, we finally get the place to ourselves.

After being gone for almost an hour, Jim brings back about six cords of wood in a gearbag. We build a fire against the rock wall to cook dinner and sit around and talk. While Eric makes a yellow crown of brittlebrush flowers, Trudy, Karin and Sue are talking near the river. Trudy is telling of when her father was a baby and fell into her father's huge spitoon in Texas. "I was a baby and fell into her father's huge spitoon in Texas. We were sitting around drinking ice tea," she says, "all of a sudden, we hear this splahhh." After dinner, most of the trip members head up the canyon for the hot springs. I'm still Jet-I from lying in one this afternoon, so I stay back by the fire and listen to the shouts and laughter from up the canyon.

Upriver the next morning, Hoover Dam kicks into gear for more electricity for Los Angeles. "The Veranda." Sometimes the wind jumps from the pool. The spring has filled a foot-wide chasm until we reach the hot-spring spot of the trip. After lunch, we head up the canyon. Under overhangs, up short waterfalls, and through a five-foot-wide chasm until we reach the pool. The spring has filled a hole six feet deep and almost as big as a backyard pool. The water is about 115 degrees, and it's like diving in a huge bathtub.

Andy, Joe-Bob, "Two-Hit" Joe, Sue, another Mary, and I keep going up the canyon while others sit in the hot pool or sun themselves. We climb up more waterfalls, rock faces and through another chasm until we reach the outside one, nearly swamping the outside canoe. The water has become choppy, and we get three of the canoes, a burst of whitecaps and the spray. There is no way we can go on, so we decide to wait out the wind and to camp against the cliff that night. As we unload three of the canoes, a burst of wind lifts all three, toes two of them up onto the rock and flips the outside one, nearly swamping it. Luckily, most of the gear, already in ready bags, had been unloaded.

The water in the-swamped canoe almost reaches the gorge as it wallows in the wind. We bail it out before another gust can come along to finish the job. We tie all the canoes securely by their regular bowlines and by heavy safety ropes, trying to keep our balance against the wind. We cinch each canoe to its neighbor by the thwarts, creating a "raft" that is much harder to flip than a single canoe. We also weigh down an outside canoe with large rocks.

That night, we begin looking for a place to camp. This is not easy. There isn't much of a choice, a result of having entered the canyon. The plane of the land edge of the water beneath a large cliff. The wind is tearing now. Ahead, you can see where the wind is blowing, "out of a side camp," even faster by the whitecaps and the spray. There is no way we can go on.

We are stuck on this ledge. The wind is ripping through our "campsite," which is a sixty by twenty flat area nicknamed "the Veranda." Sometimes the wind jumps to at least 60 miles an hour. We're talking major wind.

Sudden, it makes it only to the next ledge, so Joe-Bob and Andy start picking up the biggest rocks they can find and heaving them at it. The natives are restless; it's time to head back down to the hot spring.

The next day, the wind hits. It begins slowly in the morning when we stop to look at the Indi-ansian petroglyphs. The petroglyphs are human figures scratched into the black lava rocks that dot that area of the hillside.

We have lunch on a beach at the mouth of a large wash, and start off again. It's still sunny, but the wind has become choppy. Peddling across the river is actually now part of Lake Mead's dry channel, between the two swells. "Two-Hit" Joe and I wait at the mouth of Windy Canyon for the people in back, I tell Tony and Joe-Bob to go on ahead. That is a mistake because it will force us to camp inside the canyon that night. Later, when we all catch up to them, they are waiting on the

COME OVER TO Denny's America's fastest growing chain of family restaurants is opening soon in San Luis Obispo and we have immediate openings on all shifts for Waiters, Waitresses, Cooks and counter help. You'll receive top pay, excellent working conditions, top dollar tips, and various and great working conditions. To find out more, apply in person between the hours of 9 AM & 4 PM at:

208 Madonna Road San Luis Obispo
Denny's sets the pace!

Denny's Inc.
An Equal Opportunity Employer M / F

WE DECIDE WHAT WORKS IN THE SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY.
GenRad Semiconductors Division develops the world's most advanced VLSI test systems. Com-puter microform packages with a selling price exceed- ing $1 million feature state-of-the-art digital, anal og and software technologies. Innovative products that are shaping the semiconductor industry from a company that can help shape your future.

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
May 1
We'll be on campus to discuss our career opportu-nities for students graduating with a BSEE, BSET or BSCS. Of course, you'll continue to learn at GenRad. Our variety of test systems keep you up on the latest engineering developments, while your co-workers are the brightest minds in the industry. Together, you'll meet the many technical challenges of creating next-generation VLSI test systems. Test Us.

Find out how much we can do for your career. Arranged through the campus placement center, or send your resume to: Andrea Provencio, GenRad Division, 5100 D Street, Mountain Air, Wood Drive, Mipitas, CA 95035. We are an equal opportunity employer.

AUTOMATING QUALITY MANAGEMENT
GenRad Semiconductors Division, 856 Higuera, San Luis Obispo 543-1676

WOOSTOCK'S PIZZA
1015 COURT STREET, SLO
541-4420

4 FREE SOFT DRINKS WITH ANY PIZZA
(ONE COUPON PER PIZZA)

HAIRCUT SPECIAL
$2.00 OFF $5.00 OFF
ALL MEN'S AND WOMEN'S HAIRCUTS
(reg. $10.00 & $12.00)
781 Marsh St.
SLO
544-0303

FUTUREVISION COMPUTERS
973 FOOTHILL BLVD #4 543-8444

10 DISKS FOR $8.99
QUANTITY LIMITED - BUY NOW!

PLAY HARD AND KEEP YOUR SUNGLASSES ON!
Buy a pair of sunglasses at Mountain Air and get a FREE CROAKIE!

MOUNTAIN AIR SPORTS
Cal Poly's Neal Ninteman carries the ball for a 17-6 win against Santa Barbara's Old Bolts as Dave Gillette, left, Lee Tripodi, right, and Kris Chubb gave back up.

Photos and text by Shirley Thompson

Brett Magplong, left, scores on his first try, while Poly teammate Mark Anderson shares his success.

Cal Poly coach Charles Zanoli converses with assistant coach Tom Bobrink on the UCSB sidelines.
SLO city players Craig Wood, ball carrier, Roly Hutchinson, left and Chuck Brown advance the ball in international competition.

PROCLAMATION
SAN LUIS OBISPO RUGBY FOOTBALL
1985

WHEREAS, the sport of Rugby Football began in 1823 at the Rugby School in England and is a ruffians game played by gentlemen; and
WHEREAS, the Twentieth International UCSB Rugby Football Tournament was held on April 13 and 14, 1985, when 2,000 athletes competed; and
WHEREAS, Cal Poly SLO placed eighth in the Gold Division; and
WHEREAS, the SLO city team placed seventh in the Blue Division; and
WHEREAS, the Fifth Annual Lin Price Memorial game will be played on Saturday, April 27th, at 1:00 p.m. in Mustang Stadium;
NOW, THEREFORE, community support of SLO ruggers is urged when these two teams compete during Poly Royal for city championship.

SLO wing Brad Bouma halts a San Francisco burst during tournament play, followed closely by Roly Hutchinson, left and Jeff Thompson.

The rugger motto.

City coach Steve Curry and team member Jeff Spawn intently follow SLO defense.
The wind doesn't go down at all that night and nearly rolls Joe, the guy on the windward end of "The Veranda" several times. The rest of us scrunch up, lying as flat as possible.

We hear on a portable radio that a woman has been killed in a car crash that had blown away, never to be seen again. Tony, who has been using a parka that night, gets to sleep in blankets and a hoodie from a friend.

The next morning, our account is protected up to $2,500,000. R. Mark Freberg, MBA, MSBA, 1238 Marsh Street, Suite B, P.O. Box 911, San Luis Obispo, CA 93406 (805) 549-0083.

Don't Leave Home! TRW has career opportunities for you right here in San Luis Obispo.

At TRW Electronic Products, Inc. we've assembled one of the industry's finest engineering teams at our total-capability (design-manufacturing) facilities. Our diverse projects and world-class resources provide unmatched opportunity for qualified candidates.

TRW is looking for EIEIT Engineering graduates to work in manufacturing engineer operations management capacities. A basic knowledge of assembly language skills, (8/16 Bit, 8085), is desirable.

TRW EPI offers an excellent salary and benefits program. For immediate, confidential consideration, or further information, please send your resume today to: Human Relations Manager, TRW Electronic Products, Inc., P.O. Box 1463, San Luis Obispo, CA 93406, or come by our SLO facility at 1050 Southwood Drive, San Luis Obispo.

1050 Southwood Drive
SLO 544-2786
College star gets choice of team

Minnesota and Cleveland have shot, believed leaning toward Browns

NEW YORK (AP) — Bernie Kosar was given the chance Tuesday to play for the team of his choice, the Cleveland Browns, when National Football League Commissioner Pete Rozelle upheld a decision by the Browns to take Kosar in the supplemental draft.

Rozelle's decision capped five weeks of sometimes frenzied maneuvering by the Browns to obtain Kosar, the only quarterback considered worth a first-round pick in this year's draft.

It began on March 13, when Kosar announced that he would forego his senior year of college football national championship-winning Virginia Tech to enter the draft.

A supplemental draft is held when a team has a first-round pick in the regular draft and loses that pick in a trade — as the Browns have done in obtaining Kosar.

That left the decision squarely in the hands of Kosar, who has two years of college eligibility left, but has said he intends to complete his studies this summer.

He can notify the league by Thursday — Rozelle's deadline — that he intends to opt for the regular college draft, and Minnesota; or he can forgo that, complete his studies, then announce he wants to play in the NFL and give Cleveland its shot.

But Dr. John Geletka, a dentist and friend of the family who has been acting as Kosar's agent, made it clear which way the 20-year-old quarterback was leaning.

"I still think he feels the same," Geletka said. "I think he has a Cleveland preference."

Rozelle's decision capped five weeks of sometimes frenzied maneuvering for Kosar, the only quarterback considered worth a first-round pick in this year's draft.

Kosar's rights in a supplemental draft were in the hands of Browns manager Dan Reeves, who has a Cleveland preference.

But Dr. John Geletka, a dentist and friend of the family who has been acting as Kosar's agent, made it clear which way the 20-year-old quarterback was leaning.

"I still think he feels the same," Geletka said. "I think he has a Cleveland preference."

Rozelle's decision capped five weeks of sometimes frenzied maneuvering for Kosar, the only quarterback considered worth a first-round pick in this year's draft.
Tracksters host last home meet this Saturday

BY KIM MILLER
Staff Writer

The women's track team left its guaranteed scorers at home, but the team still managed to beat host Fresno 79-77 Saturday, while Long Beach State earned just 13 points.

In dual scoring, the women beat Fresno 73-63, Long Beach State -110-27.

Cece Chandler, Danielle Sharkey and Sharon Hanson — usually big scorers for Cal Poly — sat out the meet in anticipation of the Saturday Mt. San Antonio College Relays.

Patrice Carpenter only competed in the 400-meter relay, watching from the sidelines during her other events.

The team fared well, without them, said coach Lance Harter, as Gladees Preiur, Veronica Strovick and Lori Lopez performed well in the Fresno gloom.

The meet was "a change of pace," said Harter, "giving some of the others a chance to run different events or multiple events to work on strength."

This Saturday the team will split in two, some Mustangs will compete in the Poly Royal Invitational, the rest in the Mt. Sac Relays.

Preiur won both the 1,500 and 3,000 meters at Fresno, qualifying for nationals in times of 4:23.48 and 9:37.78. Preiur's time in the 3,000 set a meet record at the Warmerdam Field.

It was the best double of Preiur's career, said Harter, and he is looking for some dramatic drops in her times.

Lori Lopez also qualified in the 800 meters, taking first in 2:11.05.

In the relays, the Mustangs swept at both 400 and 1,600 meters.

Lori Lopez, Veronica Strovick, Lynette Farnum and Patrice Carpenter led the team to meet record of 46.65.

Strovick, Saville, Tressie Gibbs and Lorenza Jordan manned the winning 1,600-meter relay crew, winning the race in 3:50.56, another meet record.

Saville, a member of both winning relay crews, placed second in the 100-meter dash, 12.10.

Although the team is weakest in the field events — it outscored Fresno 29-4 in the distance events — it still managed to earn some points there.

So far this season, 20 Mustangs have qualified for nationals in 43 different events.

Strovick had a busy day. She went on to win the 200- and 400-meter sprints in 24.64 and 54.93. The latter was another meet record.

Saville, a member of both winning relay crews, placed second in the 100-meter dash.

Although the team is weakest in the field events — it outscores Fresno 29-4 in the distance events — it still managed to earn some points there.

STEPS

Take STEPS in your safety.

Time Marches On...

and so does the student housing crunch...

that returns every Fall—but you can beat the crunch by signing up now for next year. Spacious new units are now available for the awesome Mustang—live independently, close to school and close to shopping.

MUSTANG VILLAGE!

Inquire Today! Our office staff is ready to serve you.

Call 543-3900 or drop in at 1 Mustang Drive, San Luis Obispo.

OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS

BUY THE

4-LUNCH PLAN

meals now prorated!

MAKE PURCHASES AT THE UniV. UNION CASHIER

14 AND 19 MEAL PLANS ALSO AVAILABLE
Boxer feels the difference in gold and silver medals

BY ED SCHUYLER JR.  
SF SPORTS WRITER

Virgil Hill's eyes were wide open on a recent Saturday night in Las Vegas, Nev., when he attended a dinner where he saw such boxing greats as Muhammad Ali, Larry Holmes, Carmen Basilio, Jake LaMotta, Billy Conn and so on.

"I saw all the great ones," said the 21-year-old Hill, adding he was just happy to be a part of the scene.

He was involved in the razzle, but was not part of the dazzle of the Los Angeles Olympics, which never the center of it. That's the way it's been with Hill — part of the scene, but never the center of it.

But Hill's success before he turned pro was not widely known beyond his native North Dakota, except to amateur officials and punch-for-fun buffs. Virgil, himself, was not snowed by his impressive record.

"As an amateur, I was a true amateur," he said. "I was trained by an amateur. What hurt me most was I didn't have sparring. What I took to the Olympics was mostly natural ability."

And he thought that ability was enough to get him a gold medal.

"It's more money that I would have had if I hadn't gone to the Olympics. I'm not really disappointed, because I've always been kind of an underdog," said Hill, who had a 250-11 record with 62 knockouts as an amateur.

But Hill's success before he turned pro was not widely known beyond his native North Dakota, except to amateur officials and punch-for-fun buffs. Virgil, himself, was not snowed by his impressive record."

"I saw all the great ones," said the 21-year-old Hill, adding he was just happy to be a part of the scene.

"I saw all the great ones," said the 21-year-old Hill, adding he was just happy to be a part of the scene.

"I believed in myself," Hill said. "I was disappointed to get a silver medal. I looked at the film three times, and I won that fight."

However, Hill seems able to find the positive in the negative. "Everything at the Olympics was real positive for me," he said. "I almost didn't turn pro. I wanted to fight amateur for another year. I was learning all these things. I learned to throw punches, just by watching.

Now Hill, fighting in the new super middleweight (165-pound) division for the time being, is thinking by listening to Eddie Futch.

Giants beat Valenzuela, Krukow allows seven hits

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Mike Krukow scattered seven hits as the San Francisco Giants ended a seven-game losing streak and snapped Fernando Valenzuela's scoreless inning streak of 21 1/3 innings with a 2-1 triumph Tuesday.

Valenzuela, 2-5, allowed only four hits while striking out eight and stretching his streak for innings without an earned run to 33. But he was a victim of two unearned runs in the fifth inning and lost for the ninth time in the last 10 decisions in Candlestick Park.

Krukow, 2-0, struck out 10 in beating the Dodgers for the second time this season, both complete games.

Shin of South Korea. "I believed in myself," Hill said. "I was disappointed to get a silver medal. I looked at the film three times, and I won that fight."

"I'm just happy I beat her," Garrison said after winning their second round match. "Chris has proven herself as the best player in the world. I'm just happy I beat her."

"This had to be the biggest thrill of my career," said Garrison's coach, John Wilkerson, who was surprised she even reached the title match.


In the 78-minute battle with Lloyd, Garrison followed her game plan to perfection, trying "to make her work as hard as I could."

"She played a great match, a very tough match and she deserved to win," Lloyd said of Garrison. "She's never played that well against me. She hit a lot of good shots, moved me around, hit some good drop shots and then took advantage of them."

In five previous meetings, Garrison had failed to win a set against Lloyd, who has won more matches and more tournaments than any other player — male or female — in the open tennis era. 
Announcements

POLY ROYAL
VETS HALL PARTY
APRIL 26 & 27
9-1AM

POLY ROYAL VETS HALL PARTY
APRIL 26 & 27
9-1AM

MUSIC BY MONTE MILLENS PRESENTS
ALPHA GAMMA RHOS
THE MIDNIGHT MOVIE & SAT
CHEECH & CHONG
AT THE VETS HALL
OPEN TO ALL GAYS, STRAIGHTS & STRAIGHT SOULS.
8PM SANTILLA AQUARIUM SHOW
FOSSILS
4PM HALL 3 BANDS
5PM-8PM OCEAN BEACHES
8PM-9PM SANTA MARIA ANTIQUE SHOW
9PM-12AM SANTA MARIA VETERANS
COUNTY Fairgrounds General Admission $6
Bring the ad for discount admission: $2.00 off for 15 or more citizens
WE WERE BORN BLOND!
TRUE! THESE GUYS ARE BORING!
MEATY & DOWNRIGHT MOLDY FROM THE MOTHERLAND.
SATURDAY APRIL 27 AT 8PM

3 DISKS VERBATIM $28
SLO DOS 541-3132

Personals

CAXKLOVENON
Want to know how to attract a guy with just a few words! Send your name, address and phone to: CAXKLOVENON, P.B., 541-8911.
KATHY LAU: You've WANTED A MAN, NOW HERE IS ONE! 90's ROYAL, QM, 7'2" W/75" ABD. MEETS AT 4PM MONDAY. CALL ME AT 524-4321
LONI: DO YOU EVER READ THE CLASSIFIEDS?
NO! LET ME SHOUT IT OUT TO ALL MY FRIENDS.
NO OTHER SHAKE"S ON THE BAND TO ME.
WILL YOU HIRE A ROYAL:
WE WILL MELT YOUR HEARTS!
LARRY LEONARD & RICHIE VALENTINO
SEE THE LATEST IN DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY AT POLY ROYAL. 85
LABEL YOURSELF A SUCCESS!

For the person who stole my laptop please return to me at Poly Royal. I have a photo of this item. Leave it at my door. No questions asked. Contact: POLY ROYAL, QM, 605-8911
FOUNDER: Border Collie/Spaniel/Aussie mix. Found near Poly Royal. Please contact your local Humane Society or contact Poly Royal 541-8542 to pick up.
I have a golden Male-Poodle-Schnauzer. II is very well behaved. 9-month-old. Will leave with Reward! Lost silver Parker pen with black ink. Please contact me at: 466-8738.

Lost & Found

Announcements

GIGGLE, GIGGLE, CHUCKLE, HA,HA!
PRESENTS;
YOU'll LAUGH UNTIL YOUR STOMACH HURTS
SATURDAY APRIL 27 AT 8:00 PM.

3 MOVIE FROM OUTSIDE SPACE COMING MAY 1

POLY ROYAL, APRIL 26, Friday shows at 8 and 10PM.

Christian! joyful,

VET'S HALL
3 BANDS
PUT YOUR MIND OUT OF MOTION AND
POLY POGO DANCE APRIL 27 8:30PM

VET'S HALL 3 BANDS
PUT YOUR MIND OUT OF MOTION AND
POLY POGO DANCE APRIL 27 8:30PM

ASSIST ENGR
Public Works

STUDENT BACHELORS DEGREE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.

CITY OF RIVERSIDE PERSONNEL DIVISION
RIVERSIDE, CA 92202

THURSDAY, APRIL 5
FOUR HOUR FISHING TRIP AT SHILOH.

February 5, 1980. 370.00 each with stu
543-3667 between 10-6

MOPED CYCLES
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